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Can we learn about 
EMPATHY from  
torturing  
robots? 

This MIT  
researcher is 
giving it a try.

arlier this summer, a robot killed an em-
ployee at a Volkswagen factory in Germa-
ny. The victim, a 22–year-old man, was in-
stalling the machine when it reached out 

and crushed him against a metal plate he was standing 
in front of.

As the first robot-related death at a German workplace, 
the incident has brought up new legal questions about 
robots. Now prosecutors have to decide whom, if anyone, 
to bring charges against.

“I’d like to find out if we can change people’s habits around 
empathy by using robots.”

Kate Darling, a research specialist at Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology (MIT) Media Lab, says these 
types of questions will become more common as our 
dependence on technology grows. Darling and a team of 
other researchers at MIT study the legal and social impli-
cations of robot-human interactions.

At a workshop in Geneva two years ago, she and her 

team observed how people treated Pleo robots—ad-
vanced machines that react to external stimuli, shaped 
like cute baby dinosaurs. First they asked participants 
to name the robots and play with them. Once they were 
done, she asked them to torture and kill the machines. 
Most people hesitated.

Because the experiment was not conducted in a con-
trolled environment, Darling couldn’t draw any defin-
itive conclusions from it. But those initial observations 
inspired her to create similar experiments in a more con-
trolled environment to test the that role empathy plays 
in our interactions with robots.

In Darling’s recent experiments, participants work 
with hexbugs—small, cockroachwshaped robots that can 
move on their own. First, people observe the robot bugs 
for a certain amount of time and then they smash them. 
Some are told a backstory about the hexbugs—a story 
that attributes lifelike qualities to the machines.

Darling found that those who were given a backstory 
often hesitated longer to strike the hexbugs than those 
who were not. She says this trend highlights people’s nat-
ural tendency “to empathize with things that they per-
ceive as lifelike.” This, she says, can be a problem and has 
the potential to lead to dangerous—even life-threaten-
ing—situations.

R ecently I spoke with Darling about her work 
with robots. I wanted to know what she’s learned 

about the human capacity to feel empathy for machines 
and what laws she thinks should be put in place when it 
comes to robots and their place in our society. This inter-
view has been lightly edited.

What is the relationship between empathy and giving 
robots humanlike qualities?
“We’re seeing that people respond to robots like animals.”

What hwappened in our experiment is that the people who 
have high empathic tendencies responded hugely to the 
framing. So they didn’t much care about the object when it 
was just an object. But when it was named Frank and had 
a backstory, that had a huge effect on the high-empathy 
people. The low-empathy people didn’t care either way.

It’s an interesting relationship. Empathic people re-
spond very strongly to framing.

So even highly empathic people didn’t hesitate as much 
to strike the bug when it didn’t have a name and per-
sonal story? Does that mean the physicality of a robot 
doesn’t matter as much as framing?

We have other studies planned to look at physicality. 
It’s hard because we were using robots that looked like 
cockroaches. Depending on how people feel about cock-
roaches—most people either dislike them or absolutely 
hate them—that can mess up the results.

We need to play around with different robotic designs 
and see how that influences people’s reactions. But the one 
thing that we could say is that framing did have an impact 
for the hexbugs.

E

BY NUR LALJI
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“I’D LIKE TO FIND OUT IF WE CAN 
CHANGE PEOPLE’S HABITS AROUND 
EMPATHY BY USING ROBOTS.”
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What’s an example that people are familiar with that 
shows us the effects of anthropomorphizing?

There are these boxy things in hospitals that just deliv-
er medicines, and they found out that the nurses, doc-
tors, and employees are much more receptive to them 
when they name the machines. Putting a license plate 
on one of the machines that says “Emily” will cause 
people to bond with them and forgive their mistakes 
more easily.

Could you talk about your own research on em-
pathy? Have you drawn any conclusions from your 
experiments?

We were essentially able to establish whether partic-
ipants had high or low empathic tendencies based on 
their interactions with the robots, which is cool.

I’d like to find out if we can change people’s habits 
around empathy by using robots, in the same way ani-
mal therapy is used with children or in nursing homes. 
If we could use robots like animals and have a positive 
influence on people’s empathic responses to others, 
that would be amazing.

On the flip side, I’m also interested in whether people 
can become desensitized or have less empathy because 
of robots. What does it mean if someone brutalizes a 
robot that is very lifelike?

Can you give an example of how we might benefit 
from thinking about robots like animals?

The best example I can think of is that most states 
have laws where, if there are cases of animal abuse 
in the household and there are children in the same 
household, then that animal abuse automatically trig-
gers a child-abuse investigation.

“There are times when we should use robots strictly as tools.”

If this behavior really does translate the way we think 
it does in that context, then it might translate from ro-
bots to animals or from robots to children as well. We’re 
seeing that people respond to robots like animals. So if 
people were brutalizing their robots at home, we may 
want to keep an eye on their animals and children.

You also talk about the “android fallacy” in your 
work—the idea we shouldn’t mistake robots for any-
thing but tools. Could you expand on that?

We’re seeing people respond to robots as though they 
were some lifelike thing, in between an object and an 
animal. There’s this one camp that says this is awe-
some—we can create great engagement with people 
and there are all these other uses in education and 
health contexts.

Then there’s the other camp that says it’s bad—we 
should prevent people from seeing robots this way. Neil 
Richards and Bill Smart are two people in the robot law 
community that have argued that this is bad. They say 
if we treat robots as something other than the tools 
then that idea will bleed over into legal regulations.

My sense is that it depends. We have a lot of catego-
ries for different types of robots. In some cases it might 
make sense to encourage anthropomorphizing them 
and maybe the law should reflect that. We could create 
different legal structures to deal with the fact that peo-
ple are treating these robots as something other than 
a tool.

On the other hand, there are times when we should 
use robots strictly as tools and discourage anthropo-
morphizing—like in the context of military robots. In 
that case, it can be inefficient or dangerous to anthro-
pomorphize robots.

When you talk about military use are you referring to 
demining robots? Could you expand on why anthro-
pomorphizing them can be dangerous?

A woman named Julie Carpenter did her Ph.D. thesis 
on this. She studied these bomb disposal robots that 
are used in the military. It turns out that soldiers really 
bond with them and sort of treat them like pets.

“People are realizing that they feel for these robots.”
P.W. Singer’s book Wired for War has some anecdotes 

of people risking their lives to save these robots, which 
is really concerning. These robots aren’t supposed to 
engage you emotionally. These robots are supposed 
to be bomb-disposal tools. They detonate land mines. 
You don’t want people hesitating for even a second to 
use them the way they’re supposed to be used.

Is there a way to create robots that are not shaped in 
any recognizable way? Would that be a solution?

I think that’s probably helpful. One issue is that a lot 
of robots look very similar to animals. Animals have 
evolved over many years to perfectly interact with the 
world and nature, so their body structure is a great 
model for robots. It would be sad to make robots less 
efficient because we have to design them in a way that’s 
not as evocative to us.

As far as the military goes, our research shows that 
it would help if they had policies in place where the 
robots were only described in non-personified terms, 
and where soldiers were trained to not personify them. 
That would make the soldiers feel a little less empathy 
toward robots.

But on the other hand, I think the big driver of our 
emotional responses in this area is the movement of 
the robots. I’m not sure how much we can mitigate 
those effects, honestly. I think the first step is to be 
aware that they exist. We’re slowly getting there.

People used to think I was completely crazy, and now 
my research is getting more attention and is getting 
taken seriously. I think the military is aware of these 
problems. There was also the video Boston Dynamics 

released with a new robot called “Introducing Spot,” 
which looked kind of like a dog. In the video, someone 
kicks the robot and it sparked all of this outrage about 
how Spot was being abused.

Yeah, I remember that. I think PETA even released a 
statement, right?

Yeah, that got some attention. People are realizing that 
they feel for these robots, and they are wondering what 
it will be like when we have them all over the place. 
People are warming to the idea, but I still wish people 
were talking about it seriously.

What do you hope for in the future regarding robot 
technology and your own work?

I wish that people would start talking about this seri-
ously, so we can lay the foundation for how we’re going 
to deal with this as a society. We should figure this out 
soon, so we won’t need to regulate things after the fact.

The main thing I want to get across to people is that 
this is not science fiction. It’s something that’s happen-
ing right now with the very primitive technology that 
we have. These issues won’t go away.

We’re going to have more and more of this technol-
ogy, and people should be excited about it because it’s 
cool. And they should also take it seriously.  

“THERE ARE TIMES WHEN WE 
SHOULD USE ROBOTS STRICTLY AS 
TOOLS.”
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A Mom’s  
Guide to  
Decluttering: 
WHY MY KIDS GAVE UP 
ALMOST ALL THEIR TOYS.
BY SHANNON HAYES

PHOTOGRAPHY PIXABEY  
(EDITED BY PAULIINA VIINIKANOJA)

“WHEN WE’RE DONE, YOU 
EACH CAN KEEP ENOUGH 
STUFF TO FILL ONE CIRCLE.”
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 have a habit of starting most mornings before 
the sun. I like to move through the house in 
the dark, avoiding artificial light as much as 
possible. I usually slip outside to watch the 

stars before the sky lightens, then return indoors to sit 
beside the window as the lightning bugs show off their 
final blips. 

I feel like I’m about to be swallowed alive by all the 
kid crap in my house.

Saoirse returned home from summer camp yester-
day, and this morning I trip over her camp gear on my 
odyssey through the dark. My 
bare feet are stabbed by plas-
tic shards which have snapped 
off toys strewed about the 
floor. I kick aside piles of ju-
venile debris to clear a path 
to the door, and kick away 
more on my way back inside 
toward my favorite chair.

As I sit down, I meditate 
on the new aura of strength 
and confidence around Saoirse upon her return from 
wilderness summer camp. And I want to honor that 
growth. But while I sit in the dark, and think about 
my daughter’s new maturity, I feel like I’m about to 
be swallowed alive by all the kid crap in my house. My 
throat is constricting. I feel pressure building up be-
hind my eyes.

I hate stuff. I hate clutter. Bob and I have made every 
attempt to raise our children to be non- consum-

ers, but our house has filled up with junk in spite of 
our efforts. Sometimes I think being a “non-consumer 
family” makes us bigger targets for crap. With the best 
of intentions, folks often cast their belongings onto us, 
assuming my children will appreciate hand-me-downs. 
Or they indulge my daughters with new and glorious 
items, knowing that their curmudgeonly parents aren’t 
likely to part with dollars for the whims of childhood. 
The more Bob and I resist consumption, the more the 
picked bones of consumerism pile up.

I’m familiar with the parental debates surrounding 
decluttering. I’ve heard friends and family bemoan the 

cruelty of mothers who threw away sandbox toys and 
brazenly donated favorite stuffed animals and action 
figures to Goodwill. In past years, Bob and I have exer-
cised something we call Dawn Patrol to avoid unneces-
sary trauma. When the kids sleep down at the farm we 
work through the night and sneak garbage bags of old 
toys, books, and clothes out of the house before their 
return.

That trick worked better when they were younger. 
They’re on to us. Now, after Dawn Patrol, they come up 
to us and ask about their missing items. “Where’s my gi-

ant stuffed dog from Uncle Sean? 
Where is that pop-up book from 
Auntie C? Where is my plastic 
castle?” When they leave the 
house now, I am certain they 
take a mental inventory of 
their belongings.

By the time Bob comes 
down to make coffee, I’ve be-
gun dumping piles of toys in 
the center of the living room 

floor. “Don’t you want to wait until the girls are down at the 
farm?” he asks in a gentle, placating tone.

“I don’t care anymore.” My words are sharp.
The more Bob and I resist consumption, the more 

the picked bones of consumerism pile up.
And it’s true. I don’t care if I am being insensitive to 

my children’s feelings. I don’t care if I am making them 
feel powerless by depriving them of their possessions. 
I could honor their feelings by tolerating the mess, 
but then I would be a bitter, angry, passive-aggressive 
mother. On this day, in this moment, ruthless cruelty is 
my most direct route back to kindness.

“Did I mention I need to get to the farm a little early this 
morning?” Bob’s voice comes out in a slightly higher 
register as he backs away from the coffee pot. “I left you 
some coffee?”

He is gone by the time the kids are up. And they see 
the bloodlust in my eyes, too. “You have two choices,” 
I keep my voice even. “You can help, or you can go down 
to the farm and swim for the day. But you CANNOT stop 
me. I want every toy in this house on this living room floor,” 
I direct.

“YOU’RE NOT BEING FAIR!”  
SHE SCREAMS AT ME. 

 “YOU CAN’T JUST TAKE 
AWAY OUR STUFF! WE NEED 

THOSE THINGS!”

I
Shannon Hayes posted Jul 28, 2015

There is a method to my madness. If they have to see 
all their toys in one place, they will recognize the enor-
mity of the situation. Plus, I work a lot faster without 
having to hunt down objects. And a lot more gets tossed 
when it is all visible. Ula jumps at my command and be-
gins the work before she even starts her breakfast. Sao-
irse narrows her eyes at me, an open challenge.

“I can sort my stuff on my own,” she says slowly. I feel 
the daggers. How dare I ruin her glorious return from 
wilderness camp with a cleaning frenzy?

I don’t look away. “I want all of it. Down here. On the 
living room floor.” With my toe, I trace two circles with 
18 inch diameters on the rug. “When we’re done, you each 
can keep enough stuff to fill one circle. I will decide which 
legacy toys can be kept for your own children, and they don’t 
have to count in the circle. And there will also be a small 
section for toys related to homeschooling. That’s it.”

“I’ll just sort in my room.” Saoirse says defiantly.
“Here. I want you to see it all together first. Or go to the 

farm and leave me to it.”
“We’ll stay,” they say in unison.
“The minute I catch either of you cheating, you’re fired.”

 If they have to see all their toys in one place, they will 
recognize the enormity of the situation.

Ula makes a pretty fair effort for an 8–year-old. She 
dutifully helps me create the massive pile that fills our 
living room. But once I start to sort items into bags for 
either the thrift store or the garbage she begins to pan-
ic. I notice her squirrel little objects into her pockets, 
then secretly slip upstairs to hide them. At the same 
time, Saoirse takes a different tack. She leaves objects in 
her room, assuming I won’t go up to check.

“That’s it!” I think there might be foam around the 
corners of my lips by this point. “You’re both fired! Get 
into the car! You’re going to the farm!”

Ula runs for the car. Saoirse doesn’t move. She stares 
me down. With confidence, I am reminded, comes the 
inner strength to disobey. “I’m staying.”

“You will not. You’re cheating.” She follows me out to 
the car. From the back seat she meets my gaze as I speed 
down the road to the farm.

“You’re not being fair!” She screams at me. “You can’t 
just take away our stuff! We need those things!”

I slam on the breaks and gaze back at her through the 

I hate clutter, and one morning I just couldn’t take it anymore. Here’s how I 
got my kids to throw out their toys and tidy up our house.
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rearview mirror. My voice is suddenly calm. “You just 
spent a week living outdoors. The only toys you had were 
a 4–inch knife and a borrowed soccer ball. Do you mean to 
tell me you still need everything that’s on that living room 
floor?”

There is silence. After a few moments, Ula recites 
a short list of what she hopes to save: some stuffed an-
imals, the Barbies, one porcelain doll, some modeling 

clay. I pull into the driveway at the farm. Ula gets out 
and runs to the safety of her grandmother’s arms. Sao-
irse stays behind, daring me to kick her out of the car.

“I can do it,” she says softly.
I am no longer angry. “I can’t live with the clutter, Kid-

do,” I tell her. “But I won’t make you be there while I go 
through it all. It’s too hard on you.”

“Mom. I can do this. I want to do this.”
I assent. She gets one more chance.

I see a new pride in her—one that comes from know-
ing what she doesn’t need.

We turn around and drive back up the mountain. At 
first, she can’t physically put the objects in the bags. 
She pleads a few times, but when I look up at her with 
my fiery gaze, she backs away. She moves to the far end 
of the pile, and chooses to read to me from her newest 
book rather than witness the exodus. Her story is inter-
rupted with each bag I haul out the door.

We stop in the heat of the afternoon, strip off our 
clothes, then run outside naked and spray ourselves 
with the hose. We make two iced mochas in the blend-
er, then sip them on the screen porch while she recounts 
stories from camp. Caffeine, I’ve found, is a powerful 
enabler for discarding.

We return to the pile. This time, she sits closer to where 
I work. A few more times she interrupts, then quickly 
looks away and shouts, “No! Just do it. I don’t need it!” By the 
time we are done, her toys fit into a picnic basket.

“I feel like a tornado victim,” she says quietly. “Some-
thing suddenly blew through, and now I’ve lost everything.”

“But you’ll learn what you can do without,” I reply.

T he next day, Ula comes home, and Saoirse’s 
despair has melted into pride. “Look how clean 

and nice it is!” She leads Ula up to the loft where her few 
toys granted permanent amnesty are arranged. Ula is 
so absorbed with her simplified surroundings, sudden-
ly able to immerse herself in play (rather than looking 
for things), she doesn’t notice Saoirse disappear. I am 
in the kitchen fixing supper when she passes through, 
headed up to her own room. A few minutes later, she 
comes down with an armload of clothes. “I don’t need 
these anymore,” she tells me. Then she carries them 
away. I see a new pride in her—one that comes from 
knowing what she doesn’t need.

The job is not done. The next day, we target craft 
supplies. The task is so enormous that I decide it must 
be divided into three days. Day one is for paper and an-
ything that touches paper— from markers and crayons 
to paintbrushes and glue.

We work into the night, sorting pens, discarding old 
drawings, testing markers. We chatter and laugh, and 
by bedtime, for the first time in our family’s history, we 
know where every pen, colored pencil, coloring book, 

and pair of scissors lies. And I’m able to sleep happy, 
until tomorrow, when we begin sorting through all the 
sewing supplies. 

“I FEEL LIKE A TORNADO VICTIM.”

Shannon Hayes wrote this article for YES! Magazine. 
Shannon writes, home-schools, and farms with her 
family from Sap Bush Hollow Farm in upstate New 
York. Her newest book is Homespun Mom Comes 
Unraveled. Learn more at TheRadicalHomemaker.net. 
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STAYING HUMAN  
IN A TIME OF  

CLIMATE CHANGE: 
New Author on Science, 

Grief, and Hope
uthor M Jackson’s While Glaciers Slept: 
Being Human in a Time of Climate 
Change was released last week by Green 
Writers Press. In the book, Jackson’s first, 

she examines climate change by combining personal 
stories with scientific exploration. As both a scientist 
and a writer by trade, Jackson studied climate change 
and how to communicate science through writing at 
the Environmental Science Graduate Program at the 
University of Montana.

“Climate change, like the loss of parents, necessitates an 
experience of grieving.”

“I wanted to explore our capacity to experience personal 
loss—the loss of family, the loss of lovers, the loss of a local 
landscape, the loss of certainty in the weather—to grieve pro-
foundly while simultaneously not giving in,” Jackson says.

In the opening pages of While Glaciers Slept, Jackson 
explains that both her parents died of cancer within 
two years of one another while she was in her twenties. 
Her experiences of loss, and the despair that followed, 
is the central current of her book.

“Climate change, like the loss of parents, necessitates an 
experience of grieving,” the 32–year-old author says. “That 
also includes picking up the pieces and moving forward 
into futures that are shapeable and malleable and hinged 
upon millions of individual imaginations.”

Jackson expertly pairs her loss, grief, and anger with the 
scientific exploration of our Earth and solar system. 
When she opens a chapter with learning of her father’s 
cancer for the first time, readers end up in a discussion 
about the history of wind power as a human energy source 
(it starts in seventh century Afghanistan, for the record).

Bill McKibben, who wrote the introduction to While 
Glaciers Slept, draws on the duality of Jackson’s book 

by asking if our big human brain “has come attached to 
a big enough heart to get us out of the trouble we’re in.” 
Jackson herself hopes blurring the distinction between 
the heart and the brain will help humans make it 
through this period.

The jacket of Jackson’s book describes her as an ad-
venturer, and the word seems to fit her well. As a trip 
leader with the National Geographic Student Expedi-
tions, Jackson takes students on field assignments to 
study different cultures and the diversity of the natu-
ral world. Currently, she’s heading to Iceland, and then 
Alaska, on a tour of lectures about climate change. De-
spite her busy schedule, Jackson has managed to find 
the time to also become a Ph.D. candidate in geography 
at the University of Oregon. Once her lecture tour is 
done, she will head back to Iceland for nine months of 
doctoral research on the effects of glacial loss on the 
Icelandic people.

In the midst of her adventuring, I chatted with Jack-
son over email about her book, the vulnerability of 
writing about loss, and how she remains hopeful when 
confronted by the challenge of climate change.

Christopher Zumski Finke: You could have written 
one book about climate change, and another one about 
how you’ve coped with the death of your parents. In-
stead, you combined them into a single book. Why?

M Jackson: After my mother died, I was numb, in shock, 
and having a difficult time engaging with the world. In 
many ways, I just turned off. It was too much to handle. 
But while my heart was in pieces and tucked down in 
the darkest basement, my mind kept telling me not to 
stay in that grief—stricken landscape for too long—or 

BY CHRISTOPHER ZUMSKI FINKE

PHOTOGRAPHY PIXABEY

A

For geographer and author M Jackson, knowing 
climate science isn’t enough. We need to get our 
hearts involved too.
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I might not come back. So I started writing—because, 
for me, writing makes me feel like I am participating in 
the world. I started writing about my mother.

But then my father died, and there I was, numb and 
in shock again. And my heart was not coming out of 
that dark basement. Eventually, when my mind piped 
up and started chatting, it drew analogies between 
what I was experiencing—the loss of my parents—and 
what I was researching—climate change. The language 
for both is quite similar. This is what I focused on.

Zumski Finke: Your book explores the loss you felt, 
and pairs it with climate change, energy solutions, 
and scientific discovery. Big heart and big brain, as 
Bill McKibben puts it in your book’s intro. Are you a 
heart or head person?

Jackson: I am both a big heart and a big brain person, 
but I think my heart tends to filter my mind.

Zumski Finke: How does that dynamic influence your 
thinking about climate change?

Jackson: I think we can create the very best science out 
there about the problems of climate change, yet if we 
aren’t filtering that science through our hearts, there 
remains—as we see today—a disengagement. People in-
tellectually understand climate change; we know “the 
science” of it. But now, vitally, we need more heart.

Zumski Finke: I want to ask about the section of your 
book when you’re brought into close contact with 
the woman driving the car that crashed into your 
mother and led to the amputation of her leg. In those 
pages you explore your impulse for violence, and your 
thoughts wander into cold, alien planets hidden in 
the cosmos. It’s a beautiful piece of writing. What is 
it like writing, and sharing, such personal pieces of 
your experience?

Jackson: Climatic changes are experienced first 
through the human condition. We are living in this 
changing world together and subsequently are in many 
ways responsible to one another for our actions. That’s 
a really big thing. How do we even start that move 
forward in a productive manner? If anything, climate 
change has shined a really bright light on the rampant 
inequities of the human condition on this planet. Why 
are we all not angry?

For me, I think that authentically sharing our 
personal experiences—the good and the bad and 
everything in the middle—is an excellent place to start, 
to move forward into our shared future. In the book, I 
tried to share my experience as I lived it. And there are 
times when I go back through the pages and certain 
things catch me. This was a hard book to write, and it 
makes me vulnerable in a way to the world. But then, 
we have to be vulnerable. Climate change is made up 
of millions people, human beings with human lives. 
My story is your story, and our story.

“WE ARE LIVING IN THIS CHANGING WORLD TOGETHER AND SUBSE-
QUENTLY ARE IN MANY WAYS RESPONSIBLE TO ONE ANOTHER FOR OUR 
ACTIONS.”

Zumski Finke: Your book has garnered attention from 
climate change deniers and trolls. That started even 
before it was released. How are you handling that?

Jackson: Today, I’m largely ignoring them. I wasn’t at 
first, and I found the negative attention—let’s call it 
what it is: hate mail-incredibly hurtful. But that was in 
the beginning. The thing is, while my heart goes out to 
the people who think sending bullying, sexualized, and 
hateful letters is somehow helpful, I do not have time 
for them.

Climatic change is increasing on our shared planet. 
I’m interested in moving forward and working on col-
lective and creative methods for living with existing 
climatic changes and ameliorating further impacts.

Zumski Finke: Are you optimistic about the future of 
combating climate change?

Jackson: I am not necessarily optimistic about com-
bating climate change—I’m not sure that is the most 
helpful way to think about the changes that are and 
will be happening. I am optimistic about slowing and 
lessening our global greenhouse gas emissions, learn-
ing to live with present day climatic changes, and 
shaping our future and our society’s place within that 
future.

Climate change is not an enemy to be vanquished; 
it is a phenomenon deeply tied to our daily lived ex-
istence. It is part of the conversation our mixed up, 

beautiful, contrary, and imaginative people must have 
about who we are as a people and where we want to go. 
I am optimistic about peoples’ better selves, and I think 
right now is an optimistic, hopeful time where we can 
be bold together.

Zumski Finke: That’s a nicely described vision for cli-
mate optimism. How do you manage to stay that way?

Jackson: For me, there isn’t another option. I don’t find 
terrifying messages of apocalyptic disaster all that 
helpful, nor the messages about every single thing that 
wasn’t done perfectly right.

There is no fabled “solution” for climate change. 
Rather, there are a million and more creative ways to 
engage at multiple scales across the planet. What works 
in one place might not translate to another, or up or 
down a scale of governance. What I have seen are hun-
dreds of thousands of people quietly getting things 
rolling.

And so each morning, I get out of bed and get excit-
ed for the creative things I’ll see that day—the wows 
and the unthinkables and the quiet smiles—and some-
times, frankly, I go to bed feeling a little down. But each 
day is different, and each morning is a hopeful one.

I’ve been to that dark place with little hope. That 
place doesn’t help. My compass can’t just spin and spin 
on darkness. My compass spins on hope, and points to-
ward an exciting future. 
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rom New York City to Barcelona, cities 
across the world are turning to “slow liv-
ing” to make their communities happi-
er and healthier in the face of increasing 

urbanization. The industrial city of Wenzhou, China, 
(population 2 million) is currently known for its rapid 
development as an economic hub, but some residents 
hope it may someday be known as a “slow city.”

Recently, a delegation of Wenzhou citizens visited 
the Tuscany headquarters of Cittaslow, an organiza-
tion credited with starting the slow cities movement. 
The delegation was concerned about the side effects of 
a hyper, fast-paced life and wanted to learn more about 
how living slow might preserve cultural heritage in 
China. The delegation visited local markets and ar-
tisans’ studios, including a shop where the Italian art 
of handmade shoes is still practiced. The artisans they 
met emphasized the role Cittaslow has played in pre-
serving the value of crafts, like shoemaking, that are 
only possible with a great deal of time invested and a 
strong local economy.

Every city has a unique personality that can be pre-
served and a local community that can be strengthened.

BY ZANNA MCKAY

PHOTOGRAPHY PIXABEY
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You can enjoy 
the sky be-
tween the big 
city buildings. 
Photo from 
Toronto. 

Currently there are 192 certified slow 
cities worldwide. To be certified, Cit-
taslow towns must have fewer than 
50,000 people. But that is begin-
ning to change. 

BIG CITY LIVING  
May Help You Slow Down, 
Stress Less, and BE HAPPY? 
Really!
Recently, a delegation of Wenzhou citizens visited the 
Tuscany headquarters of Cittaslow, an organization 
credited with starting the slow cities movement. 
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The United Nations projects that nearly 70 percent 
of the world’s population will live in cities by 2050. And 
indeed, the industrial and economic hubs of the world 
may be the last places that evoke ideas about living 
slow. But with inevitable population growth in urban 
areas on the horizon, many city governments are try-
ing to make their communities more enjoyable to live 
in and less destructive to the environment.

THE BEGINNING OF SLOW CITIES

Cittaslow grew out of Slow Food, a local food move-
ment founded in 1986 to counter the rise of fast food 
in Italy. Thirteen years later, Cittaslow became a way to 
expand Slow Food concepts.

“The ‘slow’ philosophy is applied to not only what you 
eat and drink, but to all aspects of life in a town,” said Pao-
lo Saturnini, Cittaslow’s founder.

Saturnini created the organization when he was 
mayor of Greve, in Chianti, to push back against glo-
balization and preserve the unique treasures of Tusca-
ny. He was inspired by interactions he saw in Italian 
piazzas, like the market the delegation from Wenzhou 
recently visited. He saw value to what happens when 
people come together face to face, catch up, relax, and 
take in their surroundings.

Slow city principles stress the importance of things 
like eating local, in-season food, shopping at local-
ly owned businesses, and preserving cultural heritage 
and small-operation craftsmanship. Supporters of the 
movement also emphasize the value of a life where work 
is not necessarily prioritized above all else, and the im-
portance of making room for natural environments so 
residents can experience the rhythm of the seasons. 
Over the years, Cittaslow has sought to prove every city 
has a unique personality that can be preserved and a lo-
cal community that can be strengthened.

Currently there are 192 certified slow cities world-
wide. Sonoma, California, was one of the most recent 
additions to the growing list. To be certified, Cittaslow 
towns must have fewer than 50,000 people.

But that is beginning to change. Pier Giorgio Ol-
iveti, director of Cittaslow, said he has noticed a huge 
influx of interest from major metropolitan cities over 
the last five years. According to Oliveti, the techno-

logical infrastructure available in bigger cities, such as 
broad-reaching public transit, is a boon to those who 
want to simplify. One of Cittaslow’s core values is uti-
lizing today’s technological innovations to recreate the 
slower lifestyle of the past.

“There is no such thing as a slow city that is not also smart,” 
said Oliveti. “Infrastructure and technology are essential.”

LIVING AT THE THIRD STORY

Although some city governments are just now catch-
ing on to Cittaslow’s ideas, individuals have been im-
plementing slow living principles on their own for 
quite some time. William Powers, a senior fellow at the 
World Policy Institute in New York City, recently spent 
a year living slowly in Manhattan, a practice outlined 
in his new book, New Slow City. Cittaslow and Slow 
Food provided the foundational concepts, said Powers, 
for his experiment.

In order to slow down in Manhattan, Powers and his 
wife uncluttered their lives by giving away nearly 80 
percent of their possessions and moving into a 320–
square-foot apartment. He also downsized his work 
week by working more efficiently. Instead of facing 
a constant stream of consulting, writing, and public 
speaking, Powers assessed his income-to-time-invest-
ed and then squeezed the most strategic tasks into a 
two-day work week.

Living slow, says Powers, “starts with each of us creat-
ing space to ... ask the core questions, like: How do we find 
balance in a world that is changing more quickly than ever 
before in history?”

During his yearlong experiment, Powers used his 
liberated time to explore New York. As he strolled 
downtown, fl‚neur style, he developed his own slow-
city principle: “living at the third story.” Every time he 
walked down the street he made a conscious effort to 
observe the sky, trees, and birds above him. He noticed 
that doing that helped him ignore the often-stressful 
commotion on the city’s ground level and instead ob-
serve the hawks stalking pigeons from the Washington 
Square Arch or the leaves changing on trees growing 
from the sidewalk.

Thanks to increased interest from citizens like Pow-
ers, the world’s biggest cities are taking steps to imple-
ment Cittaslow principles and make it easier for resi-
dents to work less, build community, and enjoy nature.

“THE ‘SLOW’ PHILOSOPHY IS AP-
PLIED TO NOT ONLY WHAT YOU 
EAT AND DRINK, BUT TO ALL AS-
PECTS OF LIFE IN A TOWN.”

BARCELONA, SPAIN

Where: Barcelona
Population: 1.6 Million
What: Urban Agriculture
Slow Principle: Smart City/Green 
Urban Sanctuaries

Barcelona’s mayor and the city’s 
chief architect have both been 
working with Cittaslow for 
years, spearheading the organi-
zation’s new project, “Cittaslow 
Metropolel.” The project, geared 
toward bringing slow living princi-
ples to big cities, has a long list of 
participating cities including Bu-
san, South Korea; San Francisco, 
Rome, and Milan. Barcelona’s may-
or announced the city’s ambitious 

goal at the 13th Biennale of Archi-
tecture in Venice, saying he wants 
Barcelona “to be a city of produc-
tive neighborhoods at a human 
pace, making up a hyperconnected 
city of zero emissions.”

Inspired by a lecture given by Ol-
iveti on slow living principles, stu-
dents at the Institute for Advanced 
Architecture of Catalonia (IAAC) 
were recently challenged to im-
agine each neighborhood in Barce-

lona as a slow city, with each piece 
connecting as one giant “smart 
city.” One idea that emerged from 
IAAC was to transform typically 
underutilized urban spaces, like 
pedestrian bridges, as urban agri-
culture sites that double as green 
sanctuaries for citizens. More 
greenery means cleaner air and 
fresher food, and aligns with the 
slow principle of keeping nature 
within reach.

City of Barcelona.
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TOKYO, JAPAN

Where: Tokyo
Population: 13.4 Million
What: Voluntary Blackout
Slow Principle: Minimizing Environmental Impact

Tokyo, one of the largest cities in the world, is home to its 
own slow living organization called Sloth Club. Founded 
more than 15 years ago, the club’s mission includes min-
imizing “our destructive impact and finding joy in our 
life without consuming an endless chain of meaningless 
things.” In admiration of the sloth’s slow style, the club 
also works to save sloth forest habitat in Ecuador by sup-
porting fair-trade products from the region.

Back in Tokyo, members of Sloth Club follow principles 
like eating slow, supporting local businesses, upcycling 
(repurposing something that could have been thrown 
out), and walking or using public transport. One of the 
club’s main initiatives is a national campaign calling 
for residents of Tokyo to turn off electric lights for two 
hours in the evening during the summer and winter 
solstices to promote an appreciation of natural light 
and minimal use of electricity.

PROVIDENCE AND COLUMBIA, USA

Where: Providence, RI, and Columbia, MO
Population: 178,000 and 115,000
What: Walking School Bus
Slow Principle: Community Organizing

The “walking school bus,” an original tenet of Cit-
taslow, is gaining popularity in places like Providence, 
Rhode Island, and Columbia, Missouri, where thou-
sands of schoolchildren walk to school en masse, guid-
ed by an adult volunteer. Last year Molly Rusk wrote an 
article for YES! Magazine about how the trend benefits 
student’s health and builds strong community ties.

Rhode Island State House in Providence.Busy downtown of Tokio.

LIVING SLOW TO BUILD 
COMMUNITY

After spending a year living on 
the third story in New York City, 
Powers and his wife have moved to 
Bolivia and taken the slow habits 
they learned in one of the world’s 
biggest cities with them. Beyond 
cutting expenses and reducing the 
amount of hours he had to work, 
Powers designed his routine so he 
interacts with the people who live 
and work in his neighborhood.

Instead of rushing past people 
every day, he now stops to engage 
with his neighbors. Of all slow city 
principles this is perhaps the most 
important one: reconnecting with 
your surroundings.

Powers talks about the day’s 
catch with the fishmonger at the 
restaurant below his apartment. 
He has become a regular fan of the 
jazz group that plays in the park 
near his house. And he has learned 
the names of the pigeons from the 
man who feeds them every day. 

NEW YORK CITY AND DENVER, USA

Where: New York, NY and Denver, CO
Population: 649,0000 and 8.5 Million
What: Micro-apartments
Slow Principle: Downsizing

Denver and New York are about to cut ribbons on new 
micro-apartment complexes, akin to the efficiency 
apartments that were commonplace decades ago. For 
people looking to slow down their routine, affordable 
apartments in downtown Denver and New York City 
give those who would normally have to commute the 
ability to walk or bike to their offices.

Residents of these micro-apartments save money, can 
spend less time working, and minimize their impact 
on the environment. The units, which tend to average 
a compact 330 square feet, include a kitchen, bathroom, 
balcony, and an in-house bike and car-sharing program.

New York skyline.

Cittaslow (logo above) is an organ-
ization that started the slow cities 
movement. The headquarter is in 
Tuscany, Italy. 
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ity living is changing animals in surpris-
ing ways. But they’re also transforming 
the cities they share with us.

As cities expand, it’s not just humans 
who are becoming increasingly urbanized. Concrete 
jungles and actual jungles are no longer realms apart, 
and as natural and human-created environments bleed 
into each other and intertwine, animals that walk on 
four legs, six or eight legs, fly or slither are calling cities 
home more and more.

In Feral Cities: Adventures With Animals in the Ur-
ban Jungle, released this month by Chicago Review 
Press, author Tristan Donovan finds that just like 
shifting from rural to urban living changed humans, 
city living is changing animals in sometimes surprising 
ways. At the same time, urban wildlife is changing the 
way some cities operate and use their resources. Here 
are just a few examples of that back and forth from the 
book and other recent research.

THEY GET BIGGER

For some animals, urban areas are all-you-can-eat buf-
fets. There are bugs, garbage, and prey animals to eat, 
and even humans who will feed you. Sometimes this 
means that animals eat better in the city than they do 
in “the wild.”

For example, Donovan says that gopher snakes in 
Paradise Valley, Arizona are consistently larger and 
in better shape than their country cousins because 
they have a steady supply of rats to eat. Meanwhile, in 
several towns around Lake Tahoe, urban bears pack 
on the pounds thanks to an abundance of trash and 
leftover food from humans and weigh almost a third 
more than rural ones.

THEY FOLLOW THE RULES OF THE ROAD

Collisions with cars may be the biggest killer of Chica-
go’s estimated 2,000 coyotes, but many of them have 
learned a thing or two about navigating city streets 
safely. Scientists studying the animals as part of the 
Cook County Urban Coyote Research Project have 
found that they’ll sit patiently on the sides of roads and 
on street corners waiting for traffic to stop at a red light 
before trying to cross. They even seem to understand 
divided highways, and will watch only in the direction 
of oncoming traffic, without looking the other way. If 
there’s a median, they’ll dash across one section of the 
road and repeat the process.

THEY DOWNSIZE THEIR HOMES

Like a person who shares a place with four roommates 
so they can live in a great neighborhood downtown, 

BY MATT SONIAK

PHOTOGRAPHY PIXABEY

12 Ways Animals Have 
Adapted to Urban Life

WE AREN’T ALONE  
IN OUR CITIES: 

C

Urban bears, around Lake Tahoe, pack on the 
pounds thanks to an abundance of trash and 
leftover food from humans and weigh almost 
a third more than rural ones.
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some urban animals trade personal space for the con-
venience of the city.

In England, rural foxes have roughly a square mile of 
territory to themselves, but city foxes share that same 
size space with up to 14 other animals. Urban rabbits 
don’t have to share their space as much, but they have 
less space overall. A study in Germany found that rabbit 
burrows in the country are large, spread-out, and house 
many animals, like a rambling multifamily country es-
tate, while city burrows are smaller, simpler, more even-
ly distributed, and home to fewer individuals, like an 
underground complex of studio apartments.

THEY CHANGE THEIR SCHEDULES

Some city animals will change their daily schedules to 
exploit urban resources or avoid conflict with humans.

In Bangkok, Thailand, and New York City sparrows 
have become night owls, staying out later to feed because 
the bright lights around buildings draw plenty of insects. 
Urban bears around Lake Tahoe also work the night 
shift, eating and moving more after sunset so there’s less 
risk of bumping into people. In Germany, boars have ad-
justed their activities to humans’ schedules.

During hunting season, the animals are known to 
commute from rural forest areas to the suburbs of Ber-
lin during the weekend to avoid hunters, and then head 
back to the country during the week when the forests 
are safer.

THEY MOVE AROUND AS AREAS GENTRIFY

Urban sparrows in London are drawn to old run-down 
homes with holes or nooks and crannies to build nests 
in. As neighborhoods change and old houses are ren-
ovated or torn down and replaced, their winged resi-

dents often have to fly off and find a section of the city 
that’s more accommodating.

In India, development is also leaving sparrows with-
out an easy food source. In the past, the birds would 
pick at leftover bits of grain and vegetables as people 
cleaned and prepared food outside their home or at an 
open window. Now, more urban Indians have access to 
grocery stores and prepared and packaged foods, and 
sparrows have to fend for themselves more.

THEY’RE HEALTHIER

With more resources and fewer predators, urban an-
imals often have an easier life than their rural coun-
terparts, and in several species that’s reflected in their 
mortality rates and health.

Chicago’s coyotes have an annual survival rate twice 
that of rural coyotes living outside of protected areas. 
Monkeys living in Jodhpur, India emerged largely un-
scathed from a severe drought in the early 2000s that 
cut rural populations by almost half. And while call-
ing a rat clean is maybe going a bit overboard, city rats 
tend to carry fewer diseases and parasites than rural 
ones because, researchers think, they have less contact 
with livestock excrement from farms and their human 
neighbors don’t harbor many parasites.

THEY GET BOLDER

Routine exposure to humans lessens animals’ fear of 
us, and the occasional handout teaches them to associ-
ate us with food.

In Los Angeles, this led to some problems after peo-
ple started leaving plates of food out for animals in 
Griffith Park. Some coyotes had gotten used to the free 
meals and would approach people in the park, nip them 
on the shin as a way of asking for some food (the same 
way they do with fellow coyotes), and then sit and wait 
for a handout. Eventually, three coyotes that had got-
ten too used to humans and free snacks had to be killed 
to prevent conflicts.

ARCHITECTURE BECOMES WEAPONIZED

Every year, Indianapolis sees an influx of starlings that 
Donovan says makes downtown feel like a scene out of 
Hitchcock’s The Birds. Starlings crowd into city parks 
and congregate all over buildings, leaving park benches, 
windows and sidewalks “slippery with waste.” The birds’ 
droppings are acidic enough to eat away at limestone 
and copper and carries diseases and parasites.

To protect public property and public health, some 
buildings in the city are outfitted with a number of 

tools to discourage the birds from hanging out on and 
around them. There are rooftop sound systems that 
blare starling distress calls to scare them away, plastic 
nets and electrified wires that prevent the birds from 
landing on ledges, and even a large balloon decorated 
with eyes that the starlings find terrifying.

FIRE DEPARTMENTS PICK UP NEW SKILLS

Forget the cat stuck in a tree. In Miami, the county 
fire rescue service deals with the city’s populations of 
exotic snakes and other reptiles. Moving into animal 
control made sense for them, says Donovan, because 
they were already up and running 24 hours a day and 
most citizens called 911 when they spotted a weird or 
scary animal. The service has its own internationally 
renowned venom response unit that’s equipped with 
the largest store of antivenoms in the U.S.

CITIES KEEP HUNTING SQUADS ON CALL

When the wild boars that roam Berlin get sick or 
injured, they can get very aggressive and lash out at 
people, which often means they need to be destroyed. 
Gunning down a several-hundred-pound boar on a 
busy street isn’t exactly easy, though, and the city po-
lice department is often reluctant to take on the task 
because of paperwork involved. So the city’s wildlife of-
ficer regularly calls on a volunteer force of Stadtjgers, or 
city hunters, to contend with the boars in exchange for 
any meat that’s fit to keep from the animals.

SOME GO DARK OR BUILD FOR THE BIRDS

Cities can be a great place for birds to live, but for 
those that are just passing through, they can be a death 
trap. Chicago happens to lie in the path of the Mississip-
pi Flyway, a major north-south route for North Amer-
ica’s migratory birds, and the city’s lights can distract 
and attract them, leading to collisions with buildings.

In one night, there can be as many as 1,000 collisions 
at one building, according to Chicago Bird Collision 
Monitors. In response, Chicago and other cities on 
migratory routes have implemented “lights out” pro-
grams where buildings keep their lights off at night. 
Other cities, like Toronto, require that new construc-
tion implement certain “bird-safe” design aspects, like 
exterior lights that don’t point skyward and timers or 
motion sensors that switch interior lights off when the 
day is done. 
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Nearly 80 Percent of 
GERMANY’S  
Power Came From  
Renewables Last Saturday

“EVEN IF IT OWES SOMETHING TO UN-
USUAL WEATHER. I’M ALWAYS THRILLED 
TO SEE RENEWABLE ENERGY RECORDS 
BROKEN.”

or one day last week, 78 percent of Ger-
many’s power was generated by renewa-
bles like solar and wind. The country is 
spending ?200 billion to move away from 

fossil fuels permanently.
Last Saturday, on July 25, 78 percent of Germany’s 

electricity was produced by wind and solar power.
What caused the record-breaking numbers? Accord-

ing to Craig Morris, a writer for the German website 
Energiewende, it was the weather. Morris attributes 
the rise in wind power to a storm passing through the 
north of the country, where the majority of Germany’s 
wind turbines stand. It also helped that it was a sunny 
day in southern Germany, home to most of the coun-
try’s solar panels.

The infrastructure that allowed Germany to harness 
energy from this “perfect storm” has been in place for 
a few years now. Back in 2011 Germany’s government 
announced plans to phase out nuclear power. 

BY ARAZ HACHADOURIAN
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Through a project called Energiewende, Germany 
hopes 80 percent of its energy will come from renew-
ables by 2050.

While the goal is lofty for an industrial nation of 80 
million people, they’ve already hit some huge mile-
stones. In 2014, more than 25 percent of Germany’s an-
nual energy came from renewables, an increase from 6 
percent in 2000.

Energiewende will cost an estimated ?200 billion by 
the time it’s complete. But economists predict the re-
newable industry will create upwards of 80,000 jobs. 
And as the price of fossil fuels surpasses the price of 
other energies, investing in renewables may save Ger-
many money in the long run. 

Part of the Energiewende initiative is an interactive 
tool that lets users see what sources Germany’s elec-
tricity is coming from. Here is what it looked like last 
Saturday:
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“It’s a significant milestone,” said Osha Gray David-
son, author of Clean Break, a book that looks at how 
Germany is handling its energy transition and what 
America can learn from them.

“Even if it owes something to unusual weather. I’m 
always thrilled to see renewable energy records bro-
ken,” Davidson told YES! in an email. “These events 
offer hope in rather dark times.” 
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